AN APPROACH TO RELIABLE COMPUTATIONS WITH THE MINIMAL REPRESENTATION

Eldar A. Musaev

An approach to organization of computations with guaranteed estimation of the result is proposed. In this schema the process itself chooses minimal by complexity representation necessary to provide a priori defined precision.

1. The problem

Sometimes a continuation of an interval computation comes to a dead end as two values to be compared happens to be incomparable. In the case when indefinity underlies in the precision selected, the idea to repeat computations with a higher one, seems to be very attractive. To get this possibility numerous tools were elaborated to work with different precision and representations (see [1,2,3]).
On the other hand it is impossible to determine a priori what decision is necessary, though it would be highly desirable ([4]). Some approach to get minimal necessary representation automatically is suggested below.

2. Description

The very idea that process of computations could choose the necessary precision was suggested in [5], when the underlyings of concrete way suggested here were described in [6,7,8].

In this model a single program is considered like several programs with similar code and different representations of data. Each such a program we will call later "a shell".

First time the shell with the simplest representation is initialized. If the situation with incomparable values occurs, then this shell is freezeed and the control is transfered to the shell with the more complex representation. In terms of concurrent processes it expects the results of more powerful shell.

After a more precise and complex shell computed a critical value more exactly, the frozen low level shall continue work, so in the very end no value is computed more exactly than really needed to get a finite result.

Needless to say that if the second level shell enter to incomparable state, it can wait for a next level shell to solve the problem, and so on.

In this scheme the low level shell make a path for the complex and expensive high level shells, computing, when possible, directions for IF and CASE operators, and a quantity of the iterations for loops. On the other hand the high level shells correct the values computed by the low level shells. That is the reason for the term "wave computations", applied to this schema. Points of control in shells run one after another like waves on a sea.

3. Realization

To shorten explanations below some Algol 68 like language will be used. We draw sample texts for coroutines realization, as concurrent one does not differs seriously.

First, we should fix a set of representations used in computations:
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IN COMPUTATIONS:

. MODE .LEVEL = ( SINGLE, DOUBLE, MULTI );
. LEVEL FIRSTLEVEL = SINGLE, LASTLEVEL = MULTI;

THE DATA TYPE WILL CONTAIN ALL NECESSARY REPRESENTATIONS IN THIS CASE:

. MODE .NUM = .STRUCT ( .SINGLESEG s,
. DOUBLESSEG d, .MULTISEG m );

IN CONCURRENT MODEL APPROPRIATE COMPILER SHOULD PRODUCE ACCORDING

SHELL MODULES.

GLOBAL VARIABLE GLOBLEV WILL BE USED TO POINT OUT THE CURRENT STATE OF

THE PROGRAM, AND SO AN ADDITION CAN BE EASY EXPRESSED LIKE:

. OP + = (.NUM a,b) .NUM: (.NUM r;
( GLOBLEV !
  S.OF r := s. OF a + s. OF b,
  D.OF r := d. OF a + d. OF b,
  M.OF r := m. OF a + m. OF b); r)

THE COMPARISON OPERATIONS ARE NOT SO EASY TO EXPRESS BECAUSE OF A

POSSIBLE INCOMMENSURABILITY IN THEM. IN PARTICULAR THEY MUST ALLOW UNCERTAIN

RESULT, AND SO SHOULD RETURN NOT USUAL BOOLEAN (TRUE OR FALSE) VALUES, BUT

SPECIAL "TRINARY" (TRUE, FALSE AND UNKNOWN) VALUES:

. MODE .TRIN = ( TRUE, FALSE, UNKNOWN );

NAMELY COMPARISON OPERATIONS REALISE LINKS BETWEEN DIFFERENT SHELLS OF

THE COMPUTATIONAL PROCESS:

. OP > = (.NUM a,b).TRIN:
. IF .TRIN f = SeeQueue;
  f <> unknown # ALREADY COMPUTED ? #
  . THEN SetQueue(f,GLOBLEV); f
  . ELIF # THIS LEVEL HAVE NOT COMPUTED YET #
  # CORRECT ALL VALUES FOR A LEVEL DOWN ! #
  RecomputeAll;
  # COMPUTE AT THIS LEVEL #
  . TRIN f = ( GLOBLEV ! s. OF a > s. OF b,
    d. OF a > d. OF b, m. OF a > m. OF b );
  f = unknown # NOT SUCCESS ? #
  . THEN # THIS LEVEL IS UNSUFFICIENT #
4. Advantages

The main advantage of this scheme is in avoiding extra computations and extra precision in computations. Only necessary precision is used to achieve a result.

On the other hand we may get even better results than computing with higher necessary precision from the very beginning, because lower level shells take some computational work like number of iterations or choice in IF statements. Taking into account that requirements on a time may differ in times for subsequent shells, it could give sufficient economy.

Another advantage of this scheme is that we can place a finite condition on the absolute value of result error, and automatically get it or less one, if that is possible with existing representations.

Besides that, this way can be easy implemented in a real concurrent environment as well as in a coroutines model of computations.

Moreover, besides easiness in getting real concurrent computation, the advantage of this scheme is an easiness in using it with immediate effect.

In development of this scheme a quite exotic representations may be selected, like described in [9] generalized interval arithmetic or a posteriori interval analysis ([10]). In this case representation could influence on a code, but it does not make a matter for the scheme, because the source text of the program may be the same.
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